Abstract. To the relatively low recognition rate of gait frame difference energy image (GFDEI), this paper proposes gait frame difference entropy image (GFDEnI) to describe gait feature based on it, and then adopts improved KNN to recognize. GFDEnI describes the uncertainty of each point using Shannon entropy theory, and makes the description more accurate. Experimental results show that the algorithm this paper proposes obtains better recognition effect under the three states of ordinary condition, coat wearing and bag wearing, and has certain robustness to human clothing change.
After obtaining the object's gait feature, a gait feature database can be built by train sample and each of them is marked. Then for each test sample, we compare it with the feature saved in the database and get the label to complete recognition.
Preprocessing of gait image
Images captured in the actual scene will be affected by various factors, which will lead to some defects to image, such as noise, lack of contrast, etc. So we should adopt some relevant preprocess to them. The image preprocesses this paper uses are moving object detection, morphological processing, binary image normalization and period test. Due to the relatively simple video scene and the almost invariant background, this paper obtains moving object by using background subtraction firstly, and then adopts the operations of binary thresholding, morphology process, such as corrosion and expansion. Thirdly, this paper normalizes the image scale and finally calculates the width of normalized gait silhouette image and draws the period curve. The number of frames between three consecutive maximum or minimum is a complete gait period. 
Extraction of gait feature
Generally, people's walk can be viewed as a periodic movement, which includes many human features, such as walking frequency, phase, arm's swing, ankle change. Therefore the gait feature within a period can better describe the human gait characteristic. The common gait features are GEI and GFDEI, etc. GEI is an average to gait images of a gait period, which reflects the major shape of gait silhouette and the change of these features in a period. GEI not only retains the gait information of silhouette, frequency and phase, reduces the amount of data, but also is not sensitive to noise of single-frame image. For a binary gait image sequence within a given period, GEI is defined as follows:
Where, N represents the number of image frames in a complete gait period. t represents the current moment in a gait period.
) ,
represents the binary silhouette image at t moment in a gait sequence. Figure 3 shows the GEI of the same object under different states. 
Where, a F represents the forward GFDI, b F represents the backward GFDI. N represents the depth of the gait image sequence. In this paper, N is taken as the number of gait image within a gait period. Figure 4 shows the GFDEI sequence of the same object under different states. Gait characteristics of the human body are mainly reflected in the changing part of gait image sequences, and the accurate description of changing part can effectively improve the recognition accuracy of gait feature. Shannon entropy is often used to measure the uncertainty of a random variable, and the greater the uncertainty of variables is, the greater the entropy is. In this paper, the entropy is introduced to describe the gait feature, and GFDEnI is proposed based on the GFDEI. Shannon entropy can be defined by probability theory, as shown (3):
Where, i P represents the probability that an event i happens in the n state space.
GFDEnI can be built as follows. In a complete gait period, firstly we obtain the GFDEI sequence by adjacent frame difference, and then get the Shannon entropy of each pixel in the image based on the Shannon entropy principle, and build the GFDEnI. Let an image of C R × is defined as
( y x f is the gray value at ) , ( y x .
Let i M represents the number of pixels of gray i , then
The entropy of an image is defined based on the Shannon entropy, and then
According to the above theory, we can build the entropy of each pixel in the GFDEnI.
Where, ) , ( y x P i represents the probability that ( ) y x , is at the n -th gray.
In this paper, because the gait silhouette image is binary image, we take N as 2. After calculating the entropy of each pixel, we adopt Eq. 7 to normalize ) , ( y x H to ensure it in the range of 0 to 255. Here, we have finished the process of building the GFDEnI. Figure 5 shows the GFDEnI of the same object under different states. Where, iu x represents the u -th component of the i -th sample. iu y represents the u -th component of the j -th sample. S represents the dimension of the feature space. ij D is the similarity between the two sample features, and the smaller ij D is, the higher the degree of similarity of the two samples is.
In the typical KNN classifier, it is viewed that the K samples have the equal contribution to similarity value, while in fact the impact of different sample to similarity is different and the weight is also different. This paper takes into consideration the weight of Euclidean distance between the test sample and the train sample when calculating the similarity. The closer the distance is, the greater the weight is. On the contrary, the weight is small. A monotonically decreasing function is needed when determining the weight, this paper views the product of inverse function and exponential function as the weight function, and the expression is as follows:
Where, N r is the weight normalization coefficient. b , 0
x are amplitude adjustment parameters. x N is the number corresponding to the Euclidean distance in ascending order.
According to the principle of determining weight, the closer the distance is, the greater the weight is. But the deviation between the values can not be too big. So we adopt the standard deviation (SD) and the mean absolute deviation (MAD) to determine the weight. 
Analysis of results
The experiment of this paper is completed based on the PC and MATLAB R2010a platform. This paper adopts the CASIA gait database, which includes three data sets: Dataset A (small library), Dataset B(multi-angle library) and Dataset C(IR library). In this paper, we use the large-scale and multi-angle Dataset B, which includes 124 individuals ( 93 male, 31 female). Each individual has 11 perspective video sequences, and each perspective includes three states of ordinary condition, coat wearing and bag wearing. Ordinary condition includes 6 video sequences, while others include 2. The size of image is 320*240, and the frame rate is 25 frames/s. In this paper, the image size is normalized to 128*100. The 90ºgait silhouette feature is most obvious and easier to extract, so this paper analyzes the recognition performance of 90ºgait silhouette image under three states. In addition, this paper takes the first three sequences of ordinary condition and the first sequence of coat wearing and bag wearing as train samples, and the rest of them as test samples. This paper adopts improved KNN to recognize the GEI, GFDEI and GFDEnI extracted under the three states, and the recognition rate is shown in table 1: on the improved KNN, the recognition rate of GFDEnI proposed in this paper is obviously better than GEI and GFDEI under the three walking states, which indicates that GFDEnI has good robustness to external condition of human walking. Furthermore, it can be seen that no matter which feature is used, the recognition rate of ordinary condition is highest, followed by coat wearing, last bag wearing, which shows the impact of external condition on human walking. The reason of higher recognition rate of GFDEnI is it introduces entropy to describe the uncertainty of gait feature in a gait period, and makes the description more accurate. In addition, this paper takes 90º GFDEnI of three states as train samples, and 54º，72º，108º， 126º GFDEnI as test samples, and the recognition rate is shown in table 2: It can be seen from table 2 that the recognition rate is decreased with the gradual change of perspective, which indicates that the perspective has a great influence on recognition accuracy. So for the recognition of non-side perspective, the perspective problem is an important issue.
Conclusions
This paper proposes GFDEnI based on the GFDEI sequence of a complete gait period according to the Shannon entropy principle, and adopts improved KNN to recognize. GFDEnI can describe the difference between different objects accurately by taking consideration of the relationship between adjacent frames and the uncertainty of sample. Furthermore, improved KNN takes a full consideration of the impact of different samples on similarity, and sets different weight to each sample to effectively improve the recognition accuracy. Experimental results show that the algorithm this paper proposes has achieved good recognition effect. While the recognition result of cross-perspective is still not ideal, and the actual scene is always more complex, which results in some affects caused by perspective, shelter, etc. Hence, the next issue of this paper studies will be perspective problem.
